A new model for active intraplate tectonics in western Australia
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**ABSTRACT:** The Western Australia Shear Zone (WASZ) is a 2000 km long fault system with evidence of late Neogene to historical deformation within the intraplate region of Australia. The WASZ reoccupies older rift related structures that initially formed during periods of continental-scale fragmentation in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic Eras. Structures within the WASZ have caused local inversion of older rift-era faults, in places have offset or folded the seafloor, folded late Pleistocene marine terraces, folded and faulted late Pleistocene alluvial deposits, and accommodated large historical earthquakes.

Neotectonic crustal strain in west central Australia is focused within an antecedent structural architecture that is now favourably oriented for reactivation under the current plate boundary configuration. Stresses generated at the plate margin are being transmitted into the Australian plate interior along former passive margin structures. Reactivated extended crust within the WASZ is effectively acting as a transform plate boundary between more rigid Indo-Australian oceanic crust and rigid non-extended Australian Precambrian continental crust. We hypothesize that the western margin of the Australian continent is not behaving as a discrete tectonic block, but rather as a group of smaller blocks, some of which are experiencing incipient disaggregation. As demonstrated by regional tectonic geomorphology, at least two of these blocks meet along the WASZ. The components of this hypothesis are hardly novel (e.g., far-field plate boundary forcing reactivating structurally favourable zones of weakness), however collectively they provide a fundamentally different tectonic framework to that which has been applied to SCRs in general and Australia in particular.

1 **INTRODUCTION**

In recent decades growing interest in Stable Continental Region (SCR) earthquake processes has increased research on Australian intraplate tectonics. As a result, the database of neotectonic features and information on the rates and style of intraplate deformation is growing (e.g., Clark et al., 2014 and references therein). Notwithstanding recent advances into our understanding of intraplate earthquakes, the causes of intraplate earthquakes remain largely enigmatic.

The current model for earthquake occurrence within SCRs is based on limited data predominately from the SCRs of Australia, the Central Eastern United States (CEUS), and the South American craton (e.g., Bezerra et al., 2011; Bartholomew and Van Arsdale, 2012). New paleoseismological data acquired in the past two decades, though still meager, form the basis of our nascent understanding of how large earthquakes behave in these settings. Though limited, these data broadly corroborate; a number of common characteristics of earthquake occurrence in SCRs are summarized below. Evidence suggests that faults behave episodically with tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of years of quiescence separated by intervals of clustered activity (e.g., Crone and Machette, 1997; Crone et al., 2003; Clark et al., 2008; 2014). Reverse and strike-slip faulting are the dominant styles of deformation (Zoback et al., 1989; Leonard, 2014) and this faulting occurs in almost entirely compressional stress regimes (e.g., Heidbach et al., 2010). $M_{\text{max}}$ appears to be a partial function of crustal type (Johnston et al., 1994; Leonard and Clark, 2011; Clark et al., 2011). Faulting exploits ancient structures (Clark and McCue, 2003; Dentith and Featherstone, 2003; Dentith et al., 2009) and there is a tendency for old (e.g., Proterozoic to Mesozoic) structures to accommodate most of this neotectonic strain (e.g., Johnston et al., 1994; Clark et al., 2012).
Within the Australian plate there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that far-field plate boundary interactions have a first order control on intraplate seismicity and neotectonics (Cloetingh and Wortel, 1986; Molnar et al., 1993; Coblenz and Sandiford, 1994; Coblenz et al., 1995, 1998; Hillis and Reynolds, 2000; Reynolds et al., 2002; Burbidge, 2004; Sandiford and Egholm, 2008; Sandiford et al., 2004, 2005, 2009; Hengesh et al., 2011; Dyksterhuis and Müller, 2008; Müller et al., 2012; Hengesh and Whitney, 2014; Whitney et al., 2014). So how adjacent plate margins have been and are developing can make a significant contribution to tectonic evolution within SCR settings.

This paper presents a summary of recent neotectonic data gathered along the western Australia continental margin. It also presents a summary of the plate boundary conditions along the Sunda and Banda Arcs. Collectively, these data have contributed to a new conceptual model of active tectonic deformation in this region of Australia.

2 A NEW NEOTECTONIC MODEL

2.1 The Western Australia Shear zone

Structures with evidence of late Neogene to historical deformation are present over a length of more than 2000 km along the continental margin of west-central and northwestern Australia (Fig. 1) (Whitney and Hengesh, 2013; 2014). These structures include: the Mt. Narryer fault zone (Whitney et al., 2015) that may have accommodated the 1885 M6.6 and the 1941 M7.1 Meeberrie earthquakes (e.g., McCue, 1990; Leonard, 2008); Tooloonga scarps (McPherson et al., 2013); structures along the Carnarvon alluvial plain (Whitney and Hengesh, 2015a), Lake Macleod, Shark Bay, and the Cape Region (Whitney and Hengesh, 2015b); and offshore structures near Barrow Island (Whitney, 2015; Whitney et al, in review), the Rankin Trend, the offshore Canning and Browse basins, and the Sahul Shelf (e.g., Whitney et al., 2014; Hengesh and Whitney, 2014). These structures have caused local inversion of older rift-era faults and in places have offset or folded the seafloor indicating recent activity. This system of active structures is referred to as the Western Australia Shear Zone (WASZ) (Whitney and Hengesh, 2013).

Figure 1. Regional map showing principal geological provinces and structural trends. For legibility, not all structures within the WASZ are shown. Plate motion direction from Bock et al. (2003).
The WASZ structures share a consistent set of characteristics within a concentrated region of historical seismicity. Reactivated faults and folds are concentrated within the formerly extended continental margin compared to adjacent crustal domains. Reactivated structures follow a dominant north to northeast trend along the extended margin. Geological indicators of the maximum principal stress directions estimated on reactivated structures along the continental margin are consistent with models relying on seismological and geotechnical data. Seismicity and geomorphological indicators suggest a regional dextral-oblique sense of motion. Folding in near surface sediments is the predominant style of surface expression of reactivated basement faults. The style of reactivation, consistent throughout the region, indicates fault growth by segment linkage. Near surface fault expression is suggestive of a recent onset of reactivation. Seismicity and geologically derived strain indicators indicate rates of deformation vary systematically within the system decreasing from north to south. Earthquake recurrence within the WASZ is intermediate to plate boundary settings and Stable Continental Regions. Collectively, the WASZ comprises a 2000 km reactivated system of faults and folds that extends from the northern plate boundary along the western continental margin to at least the southern Carnarvon basin (Fig. 1) (Whitney, 2015 and references therein).

2.2 The Sunda and Banda Arcs Boundaries with the Australian Plate

Prior to the late Miocene, oceanic crust of the Australian plate was involved in subduction along the entire northern boundary zone (Silver et al, 1983). Blockage of the Banda Trench (no longer existent) occurred as recently as 4 Ma as buoyant continental crust entered the subduction zone (Audley-Charles, 2011). Since then (4 Ma), the northern Australian plate boundary has been characterized by both ocean-continent subduction and continent-arc collision (e.g., Carter et al., 1976; Hamilton, 1979; Audley-Charles, 2004; 2011).

West of Sumba Island (~120°E) oceanic crust of the Australian plate is subducting beneath the Eurasian plate at the Java trench. Where oceanic crust of the Australian plate is subducting beneath the Sunda shelf and island-arc the mechanical process of slab-pull is active with possible trench advance (Schellart, 2004). The plate boundary is characterized by stable oceanic subduction with low coupling coefficients (Pacheco et al., 1993; Simons et al., 2007). Up to 90% of plate convergence occurs along a narrow zone near the deformation front (Nugroho et al., 2009). Along this portion of the Australian-Eurasian plate boundary a classic Benioff style (Balley, 1983) subduction zone is evident in the seismicity (Hengesh and Whitney, 2014).

East of Sumba Island (~120°E), oceanic crust has been entirely consumed by subduction and the Banda trench has converted into a tectonic collision zone (e.g., Audley-Charles, 1981; Harris et al., 2009; Roosmawati and Harris, 2009; Rigg and Hall, 2011; Audley-Charles, 2011). Collision initiated when Australian continental crust was unable to enter the subduction zone below the Banda fore-arc. At this time, the former trench became filled by thrust stacking during the northward progression of the Australian continental lithosphere and Asian nappes thrust southwards during slab rollback (Spakman and Hall, 2010; Audley-Charles, 2011). After the onset of collision, no continental crust was subducted although subduction of the decoupled oceanic slab continued. Ongoing trench rollback resulted in separation of Australian continental lithosphere from the subducting slab (Spakman and Hall, 2010) and fluid movements into the developing slab window caused rapid uplift (Keep and Haig, 2010).

Along the collision zone up to 70% of plate convergence is partitioned away from the deformation front (Harris, 1991; Nugroho et al., 2009). The Eurasian plate is responding to the transition from a type B (Benioff) style subduction zone to a type A (Amphérer) style tectonic collision zone (Bally, 1983) by becoming progressively coupled to the Australian plate (Genrich et al., 1996). Geodetic measurements west to east across the collisional zone demonstrate the coupling of individual tectonic blocks to the Australian plate (Fig.2) (Bock et al., 2003; Nugroho et al., 2009). GPS derived rates of convergence across the Timor Trough are 15±8 mm/yr (Nugroho et al., 2009) compared with rates of 67±7 mm/yr across the Java Trench subduction zone (Tregoning et al., 1994). The rigid Indian oceanic crust is moving en masse into the subduction zone, whereas the deformable extended continental crust is being mechanically impeded by the clogged trench and Banda Arc terranes and the process of southward trench roll-back. As a consequence, a strain gradient exists along the Java trench-Timor trough axis
where the rate of convergence becomes distributed near Sumba Island. Over 20 mm/yr of Australia plate motions is unaccounted for between Timor and Darwin (Fig. 2) (Nugroho et al., 2009).

Figure 2. Plate boundary segments in the Banda Arc region from Nugroho et al (2009). Numbers inside rectangles show possible micro-plate blocks near the Sumba Triple Junction (colored) based on GPS velocities (black arrows) with in a stable Eurasian reference frame.

The subduction-collision transition coincides with the contact between oceanic and continental crust within the Australian plate and the intersection of former rifted margin structures (along Australia’s west coast) with the Java trench-Timor trough complex (Hengesh and Whitney, 2014). The contrast in lithospheric rheology (oceanic vs. continental crust) and styles of deformation at the plate boundary (subduction vs. collision) is causing varying styles of deformation within the proximal and distal parts the Australian plate. The proximal effects of the continent-arc collision include: slab roll-back (Spakman and Hall, 2010); north-south crustal shortening (McCaffrey, 1988); strain partitioning in the upper plate (Harris et al., 2009); coupling of Australian continental crust, continental fragments, and volcanic arc terranes of the Banda Arc (Nugroho et al., 2009); the activation of the Flores-Wetar thrust systems (McCaffrey and Nabelek, 1984); and rapid uplift of the accreted terranes due to post slab-detachment isostatic adjustments (Keep and Haig, 2010).

Distal effects of the continent-arc collision are observed up to 2000 km south of the northern plate boundary. Indicators of these effects include regional crustal warping (Hengesh et al., 2011), a reactivated system of Quaternary faults and folds (e.g., Whitney and Hengesh, 2013; 2014; 2015a, b; Whitney et al., 2015), and elevated levels of historical seismicity including a number of >M6 historical earthquakes compared with adjacent SCR crust (e.g., Leonard, 2008).

Onset of continent-arc collision occurred near the vicinity of Timor (4 to 5 Ma) and has propagated westward diachronously at an average rate of 110 km/Ma (Harris, 1991). Scott Plateau, a crustal promontory similar to Exmouth Plateau, collided with Sumba (1.8 Ma); from here, the collision front propagated southeastward and recently reached the vicinity of Rote (0.2 Ma) (Spakman and Hall, 2010; Audley-Charles, 2011). Scott Plateau is located directly on the former western Australian passive margin. The timing of the collision at Scott Plateau is coincident with the most recent reactivation within the Western Australia Shear Zone (Hengesh and Whitney, 2014).
2.3 A Causal Mechanism for Fault Reactivation

We suggest that the recently established configuration of these major tectonic elements in congress with the associated changes in plate boundary kinematics, sets up a dextral shear couple that is transmitted south along the formerly rifted western Australian margin. The mechanical coupling and wrenching at the collision-subduction transition (near Sumba) is aligned with former passive margin structures. The strain gradient along the trench-trough axis at the plate boundary has initiated deformation along the WASZ system of faults and caused an increase in the rates of seismic activity in the region. The WASZ is accommodating part of the differential plate motion through gross dextral-oblique transpressive deformation concentrated within an extended crustal domain that lies between rigid Indian Ocean crust and rigid non-extended continental crust of the Australian craton (Figs. 1 & 3).

Figure 3. Schematic map views of kinematic relations between major crustal elements in the Sumba Triple Junction region. CTZ= collisional tectonic zone. Red arrow size designates schematic plate motion relations based on geological data relative to a fixed Sunda shelf reference frame (pin).

The exploited structural geometry and resultant kinematics suggest that the WASZ is effectively a nascent plate boundary, or third arm of a triple junction designated the Sumba Triple Junction (STJ) (Whitney, 2015). The STJ occupies the junction of the Eurasian plate, Indian Ocean sub-plate, and Australian sub-plate (Figs. 1 & 3). Within the Australian sub-plate, relative fault motion changes across the STJ from sinistral in the north along the Timor trough and adjacent continental shelves and slopes (Keep and Harrowfield, 2008; Bourget, et al., 2012) to dextral in the south along the WASZ. This transition coincides with an east-west trending lineament with up to 100 m of sea floor relief (Hengesh and Whitney, 2014). This structure has been identified as the Browse-Bonaparte transition and aligns with the Mesozoic Ashmore reef trend (Keep and Harrowfield, 2008). Northeast of the Ashmore reef trend, differential plate motions are accommodated by left-lateral displacements of thrust blocks across the collision zone near Timor (Breen et al., 1989; McCaffrey, 1996; Fortuin et al., 1997). In the Bonaparte basin, southeast of the Timor Trough, faulting in extended crust is dominated by sinistral-transstensional displacements related to the downward flexure of the Australian plate (Bourget et al., 2012; Saqab and Bourget, 2015) and oblique plate convergence along the Banda collision zone. Crustal scale sinistral faulting is partitioning strain between the Australian and Eurasian plates across the Timor trough part of the collision zone (Genrich et al., 1996; Nugroho et al., 2009; Bourget et al., 2012).

Southwest of the Ashmore reef trend, dextral-oblique strain is accommodated along faults and folds in the WASZ. The Barcoo fault (Keep et al., 2000) and Browse basin fault zone exhibit dextral transtensional displacements (Hengesh and Whitney, 2014). In the Carnarvon basin further south, a restraining bend in the Barrow Island region causes dextral-transpressional deformation (Whitney et al., in review). South of the restraining bend the component of transcurrent motion appears to decrease while reverse motion increases and hanging-wall folding of surficial units becomes the dominant style of fault expression (Whitney and Hengesh, 2015a, b; Whitney et al., 2015). This tectonic model suggests structures within the WASZ are accommodating a portion of the unaccounted for strain between the Type A collision and Type B subduction plate boundary zones.
3 CONCLUSIONS

Fault reactivation in the WASZ has been observed from Browse basin to the Carnarvon basin and into metamorphic belts along the western margin of the Archean Yilgarn craton. The WASZ consists of numerous faults and folds that are potential seismogenic sources. The WASZ contains youthful structures that appear to have only recently undergone tectonic reactivation. The recency of reactivation is indicated by: folding of surficial sediments above blind faults; multiple segmented structures rather than single continuous structures; lack of progressive deformation to Miocene and younger stratigraphy; youthful stage of hourglass fault development in the Carnarvon basin; and a general lack of tectonically developed topographic relief (e.g., Mt. Narryer fault zone—MNFz). The north to south decreasing strain gradient from the STJ along the WASZ evidenced in the geology (McPherson et al., 2013; Whitney et al., 2014) and the seismicity (Hengesh and Whitney, 2014) suggests strain is propagating from north to south through the system and has possibly just reached the MNfz. The 0.2-1.8 Ma timing of collision at Savu and Rote Islands (Harris et al., 2009) coincides with the most recent activation of structures within the WASZ.

The model suggests that observed active deformation, such as the regional tilting, structural inversions, and folding and faulting is related to the collision along Australia’s northern plate boundary and the change in the mechanics of the collision at the intersection of the continental oceanic crust boundary at the Java trench-Timor trough axis. The change from slab-pull driven stable subduction to slab-detachment, mechanical coupling, and subduction rollback at the subduction-collision transition is shearing the western margin of the Australian continent by reactivating older rift related structures. The mechanics of this complex interaction appear to be activating faults and folds as much as 2000 km away from the plate margin. The western Australian intraplate region may be tectonically lethargic, but it is not quiescent, and may be accommodating a new incipient transform plate boundary along its former passive western margin (Hengesh and Whitney, 2014).

This region of the Australian plate is an active tectonic system, rather than a Stable Continental Region. The former rifted margin of western Australia does not satisfy the criteria used to define SCRs due the recency and rates of tectonic deformation observed. This active fault system enables the transfer of strain from an active plate boundary into an intraplate setting along a former rift system. Continued investigation of the WASZ will help further our understanding of the range of processes that drive intraplate earthquakes. Most of the faults identified within the WASZ are not sufficiently quantified to be used directly in probabilistic seismic hazard assessments (PSHA) at this time. Ongoing research is striving to determine slip rates and quantify strain on individual faults within the zone. As these data are gathered, these seismic sources will become useful inputs for PSHA in the region.
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